ANAHID BERBERIAN '40 CHOSEN NEW EDITOR

P. Sheriffs, E. Van Rees, Editors

K. Potter, M. Stoecker, Helen Burnham Replace Business Staff

Anahid Berberian '40 has been named News-in-Chief of the Connecticut College News for the coming year by Mary-Eline DeWolfe '39, retiring editor. Anahid has served on the News for 3 years, on the advertising staff and as President's Report-er. Her experience in both the business and editorial fields and her abilities as a writer have made her a very valuable asset to the News. She will assume the office of Advertising Manager.

Polly Brown '40 and Carol Chap-pell '41 will succeed Mary-Eline Baldwin '39 as Literary Editors, and Tanya Datcher '41 as Art Director. Edythe Van Rees '41 will take over the position of the Managing Editor, held this year by Martha Dastricht '40. Shirley Dichter '40 will continue as Feature Editor.

The Business and Circulation staff appointments are: Katherine Potter '40, who will serve as Business Manager, and Helen Burnham '40, who will succeed Edith Frey '39 as Circulation Manager.

The complete list of Editorial and Business Staff heads for the coming year is as follows:

Editor-in-Chief-Anahid Berberian '40
New Editor-Phyllis Sheriffs '41
Managing Editor-Edythe Van Rees '41
Literary Editors-Polly Brown '40, Carol Chappelli '41
Art Editor-Barbara Evans '40
Exchange Editor-Shirley Dichter '40

Notice... Notice... Notice... Notice...
Miss Anderson—Theatre Editor

Best of Luck!

It is with this issue of News that the retiring staff members will pass their duties to a new group. Under the leadership of Anahil Baronzon as editor-in-chief, this new group will work to bring the paper up to the standards of the past. We feel certain that they will have in them the drive and the will to make the magazine better than it was in the past. As we have done during the past year, they will work to provide you with the news that will interest you, and as a representative of the college beyond the sphere of the campus. They will have in their hands the privilege of preparing student stories, and editing and putting into practice any suggestions you may have.

We are aware of the hard work you have put into keeping News up to standards and improving it in any way we could. Any improvement, any standard maintained in the past, we feel certain that they will work to save those millions at a time when the world seems to be out of date and useless. According to Mr. Chase's plan of having a purpose. But if any thoughtful soul desires further understanding to picture Miss Anderson in this highly religious epic.

Koussevitzky will introduce two American works to New York:—On Thursday night, John Alden Carpenter's violin concerto; on Saturday after-noon, Roy Harris' third symphony. It is always a source of satisfaction to find such a great artist supporting new works. Too often they prefer the safe and tried method.

Best of Luck!—To our successors—Best of Luck!
Behind the Ballots By James Farley

For a good autobiography, read Richard T. Ely's "Ground Under Our Feet." This is a story of a well known economic theorist. He was one of the first to have his books in economic subjects as well as his teaching at Johns Hopkins and at the University of Chicago. His book appeals to the public. It is encouraging, instructive and entertaining. The toughs on many practical topics, but at the same time the reader is always conscious of the writer's personality.

Behind the Ballots by James A. Farley is devoted to an account of the years from 1931 to 1938. However, it is not a story of science in the forge, Farley's early life. It is an easy going book, sketchy, but full of wise and human observation of men and ways. The book is the first product of the New Deal years, but is concerned with the present. It is human, realistic and readable. It is well knit together and very well written.

Andante

Armour and His Times by Leech is the story of Philip Danforth Armour, who was born on a farm in Illinois on October 20, 1825. Armour was the founder and head of the great Chicago meat packing firm, Armour and Company. The writer gives an in-sight into the growth of the packing industry as well as the history of one man's life. The book as a whole is remarkable and is in moving story written by a man.

There are 22 sets of brothers on the Washington and Lee University campus.

(Continued on Page 7)

Priscilla Darby: "All Gives Chapel Speech: Pope Pius Discussed as Man of Action And as an Apostle of Peace"

"Inside Radio" Subject of Fadiman

"Inside Radio" was the subject of a Baccalaureate address by a crack lecturer who spoke Friday afternoon, March third, in the Gymnasium. He was Dr. Groton Fadiman, chairman of the Sykes Fund committee, and first told about "Information Please" as a program on the air, of which he is Master of Ceremonies. The idea of having a talk from the rostrum was the result of having the authorities try to answer them is one of the unusual character-istics of the program which it was first produced by the National Broadcasting Company, was classed as an educational feature. These educa-tional programs, of which each net-work is required to carry a certain number, are usually dull, though "information please" was so brilliant, and so the N.B.C. was quite surprised when they discovered the popularity of "Information Please."

One of the secrets of success Mr. Fadiman said to the fact that in "Information Please" the questions are slightly above the level of most of the audience, instead of being a little below. Mr. Fadiman said that the program began as "The Teaching of Mathematics." Speakers of the evening included the Jones, Groton and Groton, Mr. Free Amery, Mr. Cariccolo, Misses Joseph and Groton of Northfield, Dr. Chapman Threlkeld, Dr. Butler, Miss Jackson, Dr. Bowler and Dr. Leith. Mention was made of the fact that it is a conversation game which they enjoy playing, and many of the savings they are giving to foreign missions, too, the master of ceremonies said.

Mr. Fadiman said that the popu-larity of the program has been that it has had radio producers that a "human, non-dramatic, ad-lib show goes over. Ever since the "Men From Mars" scare the networks have shied away from any unprepared script, but "Information Please" has stood up to the drawing appeal of spontaneous pro-grams.

"I like to hear old people discuss their morning coffee is now general in general, Mr. Fadiman pointed out next that after working, sleeping, and eating, American spent most of their time in watching television, according to a Gal-lop poll. Consequently its effect on public opinion is very important. It is the most influential from the propaganda in this country. He also said that competition in radio makes programs possible, in the United States, and the fact that "commercial" can be tuned out is worrying the adver-tisers a great deal. It spells the telling qualities of a program, and some solution must be found for the problem, so that listeners will not tune out the advertising and tune in when it is over. On "Information Please" a manager has advertising has taken is known, but Mr. Fadiman proposes one short announcement during the program, and also said that if the listeners don't support his program the enter-tainment he furnishes will no longer continue.

The trends in radio at the present time, Mr. Fadiman said, are toward the use of the radio for teaching and improving ordinary people, not show-men such as Bing Crosby. There will be less "variety" and more "pro-grammatical" shows, as a shift of emphasis toward mass education such as the University of Chicago Round Table Discussions. Programs

Northfield Group Attend Conference

Twelve representatives from Con-necticut attended the fifteen annual Windham High School Conference at East Northfield, Massachusetts, last weekend, March third, fourth and fifth. The theme of the Conference was "The Story of the Christian..." and was the Christmas aspects of that vital question in the present world situation were discussed by a select panel of leaders. Some of these were Dr. Richard Rob-erts, Moderator of the United Church in America, and various other books of importance among religious think-ers of the day: Dr. James Adams, who has been bringing about Christian movements in Germany and has recently returned from a trip through the streets of Rome at night, mod-ately returned from China and from the conference of the United Church at Madras, India. These men with sev-eral others of experience and train-ing, combined with the gift of ex-pressing thought well, a sincerity and a humanness of approach which enabled them to be most inspiring to the more than two hundred and fifty young people.

The conference was one character-ized by great balance and well-round-edness. Dr. Roberts, Dr. Fadiman, who gave an address in which he explain-ed and set forth the fundamental facts and the future for the modern Chris-tianity. "Why Christian? Because in the Christian insight is to be found the truth about life." Following this most interesting talk, many persons asked questions of Dr. Roberts and discussed with small groups. Late in the evening there was a dance and social dancing. After-

(Continued on Page 8)
Juniors and Sophs
Basketball Victor

The Dean's List, published twice a year, includes the students for each semester of the first three standing, approximately 12/5 per cent of the total group. Since Physical Education is included and since in that subject the only differentiation of record is "passed" or "not passed," a student must have received the report "passed" in that subject to be eligible for consideration when the list is prepared. The first name in each class list indicates first rank. If a second name at the beginning of a list is not in alphabetical order, it indicates that there are two students tying for first place. The leaders in the three upper classes (one senior, two juniors, and one sophomore) have this time each a standing of 4.00, or an A average.

Seniors
Marjorie D. Abraham, Brooklyn, New York.
Gladys Alexander, Norwich, Conn. Hannah C. Andersen, Waterford, Conn.
Mary E. Barritt, St. Na., France.
Betty Bishard, Des Moines, Iowa.
Charlinda M. Burr, Hartford, Conn.
Eunice M. Carmichael, Hamden, Conn.
Dorothy A. Clements, New Haven, Conn.
Josee de O'polis, Cleveland, Ohio.
Helena Feldman, Norwich, Conn.
Jean Friedlander, Brooklyn, New York.
Helen R. Gardner, Columbus, Ohio.
Thelma M. Gilkes, Gorton, Conn.
Adele R. Hale, Shaker Heights, Ohio.
Muriel Hall, Middletown, Conn.
Muriel L. Harrison, New Haven, Conn.
Helen J. Hsks, Hartford, Conn.
Mary B. Kelsey, Waterbury, Conn.
Madalena C. King, Washington, D. C.
V. Sargent L. Antlebo, MAss.
Elizabeth M. Lyon, Holyoke, Mass.
Elizabeth M. McNamor, Norwhich, Conn.
Harriet C. Mendel, New Haven, Conn.
Marjorie E. Mortiner, Central Village, Conn.
Virginia R. Mullen, New Rochelle, New York.
Carol A. Prince, Montclair, New Jersey.
Virginia Taber, Lakeville, Conn.
The Wiegand, Clifton, New Jersey.
Mary G. Winton, Wilton, Conn.
Juniors
P. M. Bindloe, Mystic, Conn.
E. Margarette Whitaker, Hartford, Conn.
Patricia A. Alford, Winsted, Conn.
Miriam E. Brooks, Windsor, Conn.
S. Eshburn, Barnsdale, Baylde, New York.
Susan M. Carson, Youngstown, Ohio.
Halle H. Fairbank, Pelmam Manor, New York.
Loyola A. Vaughn, North Stonington, Conn.
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Dear Mom,

I am all worn out. Life is so cruel to me. I'm sure you wouldn't know your poor little girl, I have suddenly acquired that dreamy-mouthed, eyebrow look. Can you suggest any thing that would perk me up? I saw the cutest little dress advertised in the Sunday papers. I'm so-o weary, perhaps that would cheer me up. Please send me the advertisement in case you lose the letter.

Mama did you know sent me two pairs of socks with holes in them? How do you expect me to be well dressed? Can't you take your sewing to the bridge club?

Your loving daughter.

Dear Steve,

I'm in class trying to think up ways and means with which to thank you for a very wonderful week-end. It was good to see you again and to meet all your friends. I have the same house is smooth quite the place I've ever seen. Only why did you combine wine chairs with apple green walls? It seemed rather odd, but I guess you know modern interior decoration than I do.

Professor Fadiman is just glaring at me--he wonders if I have the nerve to think I'm writing a letter. Perhaps I had better answer a few questions, but I did, he just didn't understand. I went to a French movie one night, it was so exciting, I could almost guess what was the story. We were talking about the bell is about to ring so I shall struggle into my coat five minutes early. Off to the mail, Give me a kiss.

Connie.

Dear Auntie Egbert

You dear sweet thing to make such a generous contribution to my welfare. Now I can go to Bermuda. Yes, I've been working hard! Not I haven't been away one week-end. I have been playing basketball and in my spare time I have taken place work for the week--our class won.

Perhaps I am taking riding in the spring if I save up enough money. Please forgive me if I run off to a dance party. I'm such a boy girl, but I wouldn't be happy without responsibilities.

Affectionately,

Connie

Dear Father

Don't get worried, this isn't a bill, I am beginning to know how you feel. You have been picking up. In that case, could you send me some moose? Your last check was spent on books, lectures, concerts, telegrams, trains and a sport jacket.

Aren't you pleased of me? I managed a B in French. Not much time for letter writing--will spend the rest of the week-end reading a good book. Don't forget the money.

Your dear daughter,

Connie

Dear Neal,

Can you come down to a dance next week-end? We will make arrangements later--pressing engagement--tell me --

Connie

New Course Announced By President Blunt

(Continued from Page 3)

eral other names. The change of the Department of Social Sciences has been made to correspond to the administrative Department of Economics and Sociology, under which certain of Miss Hyla Smed's and Miss Rita Bernard's courses will be conducted. The former name was rather inaccurate because the Department of History and Government is not part of the Social Science department. President Blunt pointed out that new courses will be added to the major catalogue, which will be published in a few weeks.

The University of New Hampshire has a new course in hotel administration.
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Rev. Barton Final Interfaith Speaker

The last speaker in the Interfaith month service will be the Rev. Mal-robert K. Barton of the Second Congregational Church in this city. Rev. Barton is the son of Dr. Charles B. Barton, secretary emeritus of the General Council of Congregational and Christian churches. A native of Minneapolis, Minn., Mr. Bot-tom attended Phillips Academy, Amherst, Mass., and Carlton College. Married Miss Ethel, from which insti-tution he was graduated in 1927. While he was active in debating and athletics, Mr. Barton was representing Carlton on debating teams for two years, and travelling from coast to coast in this capacity. During his senior year at Carlton, Mr. Barton was president of the Men's Student Government.

From Carlton, Mr. Barton went to the Chicago theological seminary, serving as student pastor at the same time, and being became pastor of the Congregational church in Massena, N.Y. While he was also served as chaplain of the St. Law-rence High shop in this church.

From Massena, he was call-ed to the pastorate of the Congrega-tional church in the city of Cham-pian, N.Y. Mr. Barton began his work in New London, and is continuing his constructive ministry at the Second church. The service will be held in the college gymnasium at 7:00 P.M. and will be discussed after the service.

"Inside Radio" Subject Of Fadiman

(Continued from Page 2)

For an increasingly sceptical attitude toward radio orators, and urged that ---

Mary Harkness house was the scene of expedi-ment and lassitude one day last week. It is again the season of the term paper and of the hour quiz in each and every subject. Do you wonder that there was much one tooth whose body received a snapshot of Mardi Roberts and the former Percy Thomas being briefly left on the sands of Honolulu?

Of course you must have heard that Muriel Harrison was having in effect, the Front of the 1937 Dorm. The scene was most striking at night when the lights on each side of the door illuminated the slightly asymmetrical fig-ure.

One night last week the Jane Addams girls put on a mock ceremony for their sixl Phi Betas. The victims were strung mercilessly along a wall of the dining room during dinner and compelled to do dance caps. Their torturers felt that they should at least once experience the lowliness of a dance before ascending into the realm of intellectual glory.

The 3rd floor of dorm was the scene of a triple shower one night last week. The much surprised showered girls were Helen MacAdam, Jean Abernathy and "Phyl" Rankin.

Lest the Freshmen have acquired an idea that the Seniors are dignified and austere we offer the following item. Last night the Senior dormitory. The dress, decent, actually goofy chocolate chiffon pie. Tempted beyond endurance, one girl pushed her roommate's face into the dessert.

While playing "Puesque Vous Par-lez ou Volage", Marthe Baratte dreamily exclaimed, "I just love songs in a foreign language!"

Before we develop pneumonia and embarrasment, congratulate you, you and the entire retiring staff. You have done a grand job, we mean it, and we humble ones who are left to continue, are very much afraid of fall-ing short of the standards you have set. If you want to com-mend the author of Things and Staff who, in our opinion, has done an excellent job with a truly professional air.

And with our best wishes for the incoming board, we reach for the aspiri-n and hope we'll live.
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Anahid Berberian '40

Chosen New Editor
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President's Reporter-Thea Dut-tner, '41.
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President's Reporter-Thea Dut-tner, '41.

President's Reporter-Thea Dut-tner, '41.

President's Reporter-Thea Dut-tner, '41.
This Collegiate World

When it comes to describing the college man of 1939, so many and so varied are the paragraphe portraits that he is at once a master and a dolt, a playwright and a great student. None has so brilliantly painted the picture, says the Collegiate World, as Cardinal, as Kent State University's dean R. E. Mauchester, who sets the mood of the campus on his pedestal in the following manner:

"The college man is a living paradox. Most people cannot understand him and those who do come to their conclusion by indirect proof. He talks of the future but worships the past. He is liberal in his conversations but conservative in his action. He is radical in his opinions on politics but elects stand-patters to the class offices. He demands freedom of thinking but defends with all his strength the traditions of his institutions. He makes wild stands on religious theories yet attends mass in his room. He clamors for independence in government, but doesn't want it after graduation will become little bourgeois wives, rush madly about their homes, and always will be a place for the college man to show his independence and stand-patter in the future..."

On Gaining Perspective

It is a curious paradox that the thing most necessary to successful living is the most difficult of attainment in college. We mean perspective, the ability of placing things in their proper relationships...

The university is no longer a cloistered institution, but is separated by a great gulf from reality. And many a student flounders in this gulf, although unaware of its existence.

It is easy to confuse the petty problems of collegiate life with reality. Thus we find the ordinary student beating his head against imaginary walls. Little bourgeois smokers look with contempt at social importance. Easiest students grovel for their grades without ever trying to relate their studies to the future...

This is a plea for perspective, social failure and success in collegiate society have nothing to do with reality unless one can give them their proper importance. The highest grades in scholastic studies are worthless unless they are properly integrated into the business of living.

Let us imagine that Saturday's football game, for instance, or attendance at the Soph's Swing, is more important to us as individuals than the reality of the Czechoslovakian situation. The former may ruin the life of a neurastic, but the latter will affect us all. Without the proper perspective the wisest of men are lost in the food...

Demands on intelligence grow as the educational level of the total citizenry is raised, as problems increase in complexity and number. There is and always will be a place for the college-trained man, entirely aside from vocational or professional preparations.

When Washington College graded its first degrees in 1783, the total college enrollment in the thirteen colonies, with a population of approximately three million, was less than six hundred. On the same proportion, with our present, population, there would be more than twenty-five thousand college and university students instead of one and one-third million.

We are just now in the early years of the mass movement in higher education. The American freshmen of 1939 outnumber all the college undergraduates of twenty years ago, and outnumber, also, the ratio in any other country in the world. There are fifteen times as many college students per one thousand of population in America as in England...

If your education were from books alone, the task of the teacher would be easier. It is not. The playing field, the common-halls, the student club-rooms— all are classrooms—and every one of your companions and acquaintances as much a volume for your personal use as are those on the shelves of the library. Conversely, you are a volume which is constantly being read by all who come into contact with you. So how individual and how national here is both teacher and learner, and Human Relations is the course which takes more hours of time than all your Languages, History, or Sciences marked down on your schedule card.

Fundamental to all human relationships is intelligent understanding. The rule is the same for individuals and for nations; for social groups and for races; for great bodies with divergent theories and for small sections of society. Here is the rule: No honest application in college problems—or in any human relations, or in international relations—will save some trouble, even countries lives and billions of resources...

I am not so foolish as to believe that all our people's problems will readily be solved by the orderly processes of intelligent thinking alone. This complex and variable factor, human nature, tangles up our beautiful dream-solutions with its greed and jealousy, its suspicion, its anti-social actions, its downright all-around "cussedness." But...the powerful influence of trained minds, of disciplined intelligences, should be expected to show some result. And one of the prime fundamentals of higher education is that increase of balanced judgment which distinguishes the truly educated man from the mass. Far beyond any claim of vocational efficiency, this is the function of college education.

-President Gilbert W. Neal, Washington College, Maryland.
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Northfield Group Attends Conference

(Continued from Page 3)

er worship service and breakfast on Saturday morning there was a Stud-
ent panel, chaired by Dr. Adams, in which the students spoke about their
own experience with Christianity and endeavored to explain why they were
Christian. Their talks centered around the idea that in their varying
experience in the "quest for the way of life, the Christian religion is found
to be significant and indispensable." Discussion groups met separately af-
er the panel to talk together on indi-
vidual problems for an hour. Then
came luncheon for which everyone was more than ready. After lunch
outdoor sports of all sorts were or-
ganized, and friendly rivalry between
Amherst delegates and those from Wesleyan etc. enlivened games of soft
ball until after four that afternoon.
At tea that afternoon, Dr. Van Dus-
ter told of the work of Chinese Chris-
tian students which continues in spite
of the war as does the friendly feel-
ing between Chinese Christian stu-
dents and those in Japan. That
enwas there a panel discussion on
World Christian Community led by
Dr. Van Dusen. Another phase of
the conference there was answered at
this time as follows: "Why Christian?-
Because among Christians in all parts
of the world there grows the embryo
of the new world which shall emerge
from the disintegration of our decad-
ent society."
Sunday morning at ten there
was the Student Christian Movement
Hour in which the history of this or-
ganized movement was explained to
us as were its plans for the future.
Last of all that morning, and a fitting
climax to the inspiring and helpful
meetings of the week ended occurred
Dr. Roberts' sermon at morning wor-
ship. At this time he endeavored to
answer the question of the conference
with the central idea that "in the
Christian faith we find what it is that
is worthy of our devotion and around
which we can organize our life."

The delegates from C.C. feel that
they have learned much concerning
the meaning of faith and prayer, of
Christian unity and purpose. They
are grateful for an increased optimis-


tion and sense of strength. There will be
a chapel soon at which some of the


delegates will speak more fully about
the conference.

Those from C.C. were Maryhan-
sah Slingseland '39, Molly MacLe-
ary '39, Margarette Whitaker '40, Mar-
lene Burnham '40, Sue Shaw '41,
Peggy Lofore '41, Mary Lou Sharp-
less 41, Marianna Lemon '42, Char-
lotte Stzte '42, Helen Lodrer '42, and
Dorothy Barlow '42.

Compliments of

WILLOW RESTAURANT
24 BANK STREET
ed what he believed and then set out to do something to realize his ideals ... working very often against serious physical deformities. The struggle between the Catholic Church and the totalitarian state for which he laid the groundwork will continue because the authoritarian hierarchy of the Catholic Church is directly opposed to the totalitarian form of the Nazi state. His deeds have already accomplished some of his aims, his words should inspire his successors to action. It would seem that this following statement would be timely for some time to come: "There is never so much reason to hope in God, as when one sees that there is nothing to hope from man."—C.-E.

Colored Movies of Campus March 16
(Continued from Page 1)

A black woman was sent out to many alumnae chapters and high schools, includes snapshots taken in the chemistry laboratory, the green house, various gym classes such as tennis and golf, and the Arborium.

A classical museum—a valuable collection of antiquities—has been opened at Vassar College.

Mr. Chase Presents Argument Against War
(Continued from Page 1)

our economic and geographic advantages. As much as it is possible for any individual to be, the author is an honest, sincere, and straightforward thinker, and, as such, he has contributed an invaluable handbook on present affairs, the very simplicity of his commentary being a real virtue to those of us that regard the initiated with aspiring awe.

The Unique and Unusual "STONE ROOM" of the COLONIAL INN has opened Orchestra Every Saturday Night $1.00 Minimum Charge Jam Session Every Sunday Afternoon You Can't Beat Fun Coachroom Bar—Sandwiches Dinners and A La Carte Post Road at East Lyme Niantic 382

L. LEWIS & COMPANY
Established 1860
Genung's 2nd and 3rd Floors
State and Green Streets

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
Established 1852
NEW LONDON, CONN.

MARVEL SHOP, INC.
SHOES LINGERIE KAYSER HOSE

VISIT
GILBERT FURNITURE CO.
in Genung's 3rd and 3rd Floors
MASONIC OR STATE STREET ENTRANCE

Underneath it all
... A VASSARETTE

Victoria Shoppe
Mrs. D. Sitty Graduate Cornetiere
State Street

Chesterfields get the call from more and more smokers every day because of their refreshing mildness, better taste and pleasing aroma.

The perfect combination of Chesterfield's mild ripe American and aromatic Turkish tobaccos ... the can't-be-copied blend ... makes Chesterfield the cigarette that gives millions of men and women more smoking pleasure.

When you try them you will know why Chesterfields give more smoking pleasure, why THEY SATISFY... THE perfect combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos